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Edmonds and Schady (2009)

More than one in ve children in the world work (215m). Most
of these working children reside in poor countries.
Investors (parents) weigh the returns to investments in
education less than the costs (monetary and non-monetary)
which include the foregone economic contribution of children.
It is not clear whether parents fully internalize children costs of
working when they decide about children work.
Consequences of child labor

foregone future monetary earnings and non monetary benets
of human capital accumulation.
physical and mental health consequences
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Luxury axiom
What are the causes of child labor?
poverty (the main cause)
lack of schools
lack of incentives to parents

This paper tests the implications of the luxury axiom (Basu and
Van, 1998) in Ecuador.
Parents do not like to send their children to work if they can
aord not to. Only if households are below the subsistence
level they accept of sending their children to work removing
them from school. As soon as their income exceeds the
threshold of subsistence they hold children at school

=⇒

attending school is a luxury good (elasticity of consumption
wrt to income is large)
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Implications of the luxury axiom
Given that child's wage and paid work-time is discrete, an
exogenous increase in income
1

should reduce child work (i.e. paid work; excluded unpaid work
in family business/farm)

2

should be less eective for children already at work: this
behavior reveals that households are below the subsistence
level. Gap dicult to ll since children requirements of food
increase with age

3

should increase school enrollment

4

could imply an expenditure drop (households would accept to
forgo child's wage and cut expenditures at the subsistence
level if their other income sources allow to meet the
subsistence level).

In Ecuador the exogenous income increase is provided by the BDH.
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The BDH
In Ecuador, as in several other Latin American countries, there
exists a cash transfer program, the Bono de Desarrollo
Humano (BDH), since 2003, that has replaced the Bono
Solidario, in place since 1998.
To better target the program to the poor, under BDH only the
poorest two quintiles of the population are eligible (no well
dened targeting under Bono Solidario).
An index of household wealth, the Selben Index, as been
dened by Statistics Ecuador, based on observable and easily
measurable household assets and household composition,
highly correlated with per-capita expenditure (a proxy for
income).

Index derived from principal component analysis. Based on a
survey conducted on a representative sample of Ecuadorian
households, the Enquesta de Condiciones de Vida (ECV). The
cuto for eligibility was set to the 40th percentile of the ECV
sample.
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The BDH

All households can ask to be assigned a Selben score by
reporting info about their assets and composition.
In the BDH program eligible households continue to receive
transfers more or less indenitely.
The Selben index was updated in 2008-09.
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Background
Ecuador is divided in provinces, cantons and parishes.
The rollout of BDH explicitly contained a randomized
component in 4 of Ecuador's 24 provinces.
Within provinces selected for the evaluation, parishes were
randomly drawn.
Within selected parishes, BDH eligible households were
randomly sorted into BDH recipient households (lottery
winners) and non-recipients (lottery losers).
Within a community, both lottery winners and losers are
observed.

Note:
Households formerly receiving Bono Solidario transfers were excluded
from the evaluation prior to lottery assignment.
Lottery losers were taken o the roster of households that could be
activated to receive BDH transfers.
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Background

The BDH is $15 per household per month, 7 percent of
monthly expenditures for recipient households. The amount
does not vary across eligible families.
The transfer is paid to mothers, and does not have any
condition attached to it (for instance is not conditioned to
enroll children to school). It is a pure income transfer.
Households assigned to the control group was folded into the
program two years after the collection of the baseline (after
the follow-up survey).
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Randomization
Randomization is the most simple experimental strategy.
People are randomly assigned to treatment.

This implies that individual characteristics are orthogonal to
the treatment.
This implies also that the distribution of characteristics should
be very similar among the treated and the non-treated,
provided that the pool which treated and controls are drawn
from is suciently large.
Therefore the control group is a good approximation of the
counter-factual of the treated group (i.e. the treated group in
the absence of treatment).
Provided that assignment to treatment and take up coincide,
the eect of the treatment is given by

E (Y |T = 1) − E (Y |T = 0)
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(News from the Backstage)
The original design of the evaluation was meant to be a
regression-discontinuity study of the impact of the benet
amount. Thus, the sample was limited to households around
the threshold of the rst and second Selben quintiles.
The government decided to make transfers of the same
magnitude to all households

=⇒

switch from a regression

discontinuity strategy to one based on randomization
Because the baseline survey was already being collected (that
on households around the threshold), the households originally
drawn were randomly assigned to treatment or control groups.

Households assigned a normally distributed random number
with mean zero and standard deviation one. All households
with values zero or higher were assigned to the treatment
group.
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Data

baseline interview on both treated and control groups before
the beginning of the cash transfer program: measure of
relevant base-line household characteristics (June-August
2003)
follow-up survey (January to March 2005) detailed time
allocation, schooling information, expenditures
Randomization successful in attaining balanced treatment and
control samples (overall 2153 children aged 10 and older at the
baseline), excepting for gender and total hours in domestic work.
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(cont.)
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Leakage
In this experiment, assignment to treatment and take up do
not coincide

39 percent of the control sample receives the BDH (the list of
lottery losers not immediately passed on and when households
started receiving the transfer it was political unfeasible to
withhold it)
32 percent of household assigned to treatment do not take up
the program (lack of information, cost of traveling to the bank,
stigma)
Therefore
intention to treat (i.e. assignment to treatment) is exogenous
actual treatment is endogenous (because take up is
endogenous)
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The model
Reduced form model (eect of the intention to treat):

eip1 = α + λp + λa + βXi 0 + δEi 0 + γr li + εip
eip1

(1)

dummy indicating whether children i in parish p is in paid

work at the follow-up (1)

λp are

parish xed eects

λa are

age dummies

Xi 0 children

and household level characteristics at the baseline

(0), number of children 0-5, number of children in school age
at the baseline (all dummies) - see Table 1

Ei 0 baseline
li

(0) time allocation characteristics - see Table 1

outcome of the lottery (win / lose)
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The model
2SLS: the eect of transfer receipt

ti

(a dummy variable):

eip1 = α + λp + λa + βXi 0 + δEi 0 + γ2s ti + γZ ti Zi 0 + εip
ti

(2)

is endogenous because the take-up is endogenous.

ti is

then instrumented by li

we investigate whether the eect of the transfer (γ2s , 2s is for
second stage) varies with some baseline characteristic

at school or at work at the baseline
other children at home
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Zi 0

The model

Recall:

γ2s =

γr
γ1s

The lottery rises the probability of receiving the BDH by 31.9
percentage points: this comes from the rst stage (1s) regression
of

ti

on li (and the same controls as in (2))

Therefore

γ2s =

1
0.319
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Results
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Results
Winning the BDH lottery is associated with a 2.2 percentage
point decline in the probability a child aged 10+ works for pay
at follow-up.
IV results imply that BDH receipt is associated with a 7.0
percentage point decline in child labor.
17 percent of control children work for pay at follow-up

=⇒

the BDH is associated with a 41 percent reduction in child
labor.
The decline in work for pay is entirely due to children out of
work at baseline ("per-transition" children) (12 percentage
point decline)

Remark:

median child wage is $80 per month. The BDH was $15:

if the transfer is large enough to pull the household above the
subsistence level, households are ready to renounce to some income.
Not so if the child is already at work at the baseline: in this case
switching costs, both psychological and material (buy new books?)
could be too large.
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Results

The eect is larger among the poorest (see Figure 4)

Note about Fig. 4: children at school at the baseline are
partitioned according to hh log expenditure per capita. The
eect of BDH is estimated separately for each level of log
expenditure per capita and reported in the picture.
There is also less participation to unpaid marked work, a bit
more participation to domestic work, less total hours and more
school enrollment
Finally some evidence that expenditures decline (imprecise
estimates, the sign is ok)
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Results
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Conclusions
Results are all consistent with the implications of the luxury axiom.
The exogenous increase in income allows families to meet their
subsistence needs without child labor's contribution. We
observe a 40 percent decline in child labor even though the
BDH is less than 20 percent of foregone earnings.
Declines in child labor are entirely among pre-transition
children who have not yet left school. Children already in paid
employment at baseline are not aected by the transfer.

the interpretation of the ndings is that the transfer delays the
age at which a child transitions to paid employment.
The luxury axiom implies possible declines in expenditures
because of foregone income from child labor. We observe
declines in total expenditures that are similar in magnitude to
foregone child labor earnings (but imprecisely estimated)
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Basu et al. (2010)

Recent evidences challenge the view that poverty is the main cause
of child labor.
Dumas, 2007, argues that child labor is mainly explained by
labor market imperfections in Burkina Faso
Bhalotra and Heady, 2003, observe that children of land-rich
households are often more likely to be in work than the
children of land-poor households. They suggest that this
paradox can be explained by failures of the markets for labor
and land in rural Pakistan and Ghana. However the wealth
paradox persists for girls in both countries, whereas for boys it
disappears after conditioning on other covariates.
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Basu et al. (2010)
The purpose of this paper is that of discussing how poverty and
market imperfections interact in explaining child work.
Example: suppose that poor household would accept to send
their children to work to escape extreme poverty.

Labor market imperfection (e.g. labor demand far away) could
prevent households to do so even if they want to.
If households acquired some new land, we would observe child
labor because now there would be demand for it.
If land increased above a given threshold, the luxury axiom
would imply that children will not work even if there is demand
of child work.
This pattern is consistent with a inverted U-shaped relation
between wealth and child work.
In this paper child work is dened as domestic work and unpaid
work in family farm, because of the rural Indian context analyzed,
where there is little waged work, agriculture is the dominant
activity and land is the main form of wealth.
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Outline of the paper

1

model of child labor in perfect labor market. The resulting
relation between land (wealth) and child labor is monotonically
decreasing

2

model of child labor with imperfect labor markets. The
resulting relation between land and child labor is ambiguous
and up to certain assumptions, inverted-U shaped

3

empirical assessment of the relation between inherited land
(exogenous endowment) and child labor, conrms predictions
of point 2
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The theoretical model
Households treat child leisure or school time as a luxury good.
There is one adult in each household who will supply 1 unit of
work on the labor market regardless of the wage level.
Let's assume that wage is the same for adults and childs. Let
it be

w.

Households own

k

units of land.

HHs utility function is

u(x, e) = φ(x) − c · e

where

x is total consumption
e ∈ [0, 1] is the amount of child work.
Utility function is quasi-linear with φ0 > 0 and φ00 < 0 and
c > 0 is the utility cost of child work.
Let's check that child leisure 1

−e

is a luxury good according

to this utility function.

Suppose you increase income: income can be used to buy
consumption x or to reduce child labor e . When x is
suciently high, the marginal utility of reducing child work,
exceeds the marginal utility of adding to consumption.
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Perfect labor market case

Each household can buy or sell each amount of labor at the wage

w

Given their amount of land, each household can earn an (optimal)
agricultural prot equal to

π(k, w ) = maxl f (k, l) − wl
where

l

is hired labor and of course

πk (k, w ) > 0

The resulting level of consumption is

x = π(k, w ) + (1 + e)w
i.e. agricultural prots plus own labor revenues.
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Perfect labor market case
Next, households maximize their utility by determining

e.

Note that utility maximization is separated from prot
maximization
under complete markets, the separation theorem holds, i.e. the
two choices are separated in the sense that the one does not
constraint the other (the choice about how much child labor
using does not inuence the optimal amount of labor
hired on household land).

maxe φ (π(k, w ) + (1 + e)w ) − ce
The rst order condition is

φ0 (π(k, w ) + (1 + e)w ) w − c = 0
whose total dierentiation with respect to

k

and

e

yields:

φ00 (π(k, w ) + (1 + e)w ) w πk (k, w )dk +
+φ00 (π(k, w ) + (1 + e)w ) w 2 de = 0
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l

to be

Perfect labor market case

Re-arranging terms we get

de
πk (k, w )
=−
<0
dk
w
Child labor monotonically decrease with land.
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No labor market case
We consider the extreme case where labor market is absent and
workers are immobile (less extreme imperfection yields similar
results). Therefore each households has only its own labor
endowment to be used in its land. Now the separation theorem
fails: prots maximization depends on

e ∗.

Household production is

q = f (k, 1 + e)
So that utility maximization is

maxe φ (f (k, 1 + e)) − ce
The corresponding rst order condition is

φ0 (·)fe (·) − c = 0
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No labor market case

k and e



 00
φ fk fe + φ0 fek dk + φ00 fe2 + φ0 fee de = 0

The total dierential of the foc with respect to

i.e.

is

de
[φ00 fk fe + φ0 fek ]
= − 00 2
dk
[φ fe + φ0 fee ]

The denominator is certainly negative, the sign of the numerator is
ambiguous.
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No labor market case
Assume that

φ(x) =

(
Ax −

Z
2

x2

, if x <
, if x ≥

A2
Z

2

A
Z
A
Z

(initially concave and than attens out)
Assume also that the production function is Cobb-Douglas

f (k, 1 + e) = mk(1 + e)
Household problem is then

(
Amk(1 + e) −
maxe A
− ce
2Z

Z
2

[mk(1 + e)]2 − ce

2

Note: given that the marginal cost of

e

(i.e.

the optimal solution cannot be for a level of
i.e. it cannot occur in the at part of
L. Rocco
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, if mk(1 + e) <
, if mk(1 + e) ≥

A
Z
A
Z

c ) is always positive,
e such that φ0 (x) = 0,

No labor market case
The optimal level of child labor is such that (foc of the upper case)

Amk − Zm2 k 2 (1 + e) − c = 0
i.e.

The maximum level

h
c i 1
−1
e∗ = A −
mk Zmk
2c
of e∗ is attained for k =
Am
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Empirical analysis. The data

Data from the Mid-Himalayan region of Himachal Pradesh and
Uttaranchal
random sample of 83 villages in Uttaranchal and 82 villages in
Himachal Pradesh were chosen, located in high mountain,
isolated and far away any jeepable road.
In the second stage, a random sample of 25 households was
chosen in each village
In this region land is the main form of wealth. Around 94% of
land is inherited (exogenous endowment) while 2% is
purchased.
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The data

Out of a total of 4116 households in this data set, for the rst
set of 1969 households only average child labor information by
gender was collected to minimize survey time. The remaining
2147 households (at least 5 households from each village) were
asked about the average number of hours per day in a year
spent by each child in each activities.
These latter households have 4162 children  2129 boys and
2033 girls, between the ages of 6 and 14 years.
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Empirical analysis
child labor will include domestic work that consists of chores
done inside the house and work done for the household but
outside the home such as livestock grazing, collection of goods
for household use.
Figure 3 plots the non-parametric relation (Gaussian kernel
regressions) between inherited land (wealth) and child hours of
work per day
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Results (simple associations)
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Results

on average, the turning point occurs around 4 acre of land per
household for all children
for older children the turning point shifts to the right by half
an acre.
the turning point in each case is far below the maximum but
around three times the mean. Hence most households face the
upward sloping part of the relationship
the derivative with respect to land, at mean land holding,
implies that child labor for all children increases by
approximately 0.5 h/day for every acre of land. This value
increases to 0.7 h for older children
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Conclusions

the luxury axiom underlies household behavior, but labor
market imperfections mask the implications of the luxury
axiom
very poor households with little land do not demand their
child labor neither there is market demand.

(possibly rich households in the same village demand child
labor - see Figure 3: at 0 landholding child work 3.8 hours/day)
labor market is almost not existent since villages are remote,
and isolated
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Bharadwaj, Lakdawala and Li, (2013)
Perverse consequences of well intended regulation: evidence from
India's child labor ban.
political opposition to child labor is widespread and many
countries issued bans against child labor.
this is also the case for India in 1986, with the Child Labor
Prohibition and Regulation Act.
this paper evaluates the eect of Indian child labor ban.
from a theoretical point of view, the eects of the ban are
ambiguous

on the one hand, when enforced, the ban increases the cost of
child labor to employers, reducing demand
on the other hand, under the luxury axiom, families turn to
child labor when they are below the subsistence level. Thus,
they are ready to accept lower wages and increase the supply
of child labor to meet the subsistence level.
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The ban I
enacted in 1986
restriction below age 14 for certain occupation and sectors.
occupations subject to the ban after 1986 and before 1993
(the period under examination) were: occupations that
involved transport of passengers, catering establishments at
railway stations, ports, foundries, handling of toxic or
inammable substances, handloom or power loom industry and
mines among many others. The list of processes that were
banned for children includes beedi (hand rolled cigarette)
making, manufacturing of various kinds (matches, explosives,
shellac, soap etc), construction, automobile repairs, production
of garments etc.
EXCEPTION: agriculture was exempted and family-run
businesses were allowed to hire their own children
For the industries/processes where child labor was not
explicitly banned, including agriculture, the 1986 law placed
limits on how many hours and which hours children could work.
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The ban II

penalties for employers who contravene the ban:

imprisonment for a term which shall not be less than three
months but which may extend to one year or with ne which
shall not be less than ten thousand rupees but which may
extend to twenty thousand rupees or with both.
enforcement of the 1986 law has been largely weak. Negligible
at the federal level. At the state level, the years 1990 to 1993
produced 60,717 inspections in which 5,060 violations of the
act were detected; 772 of these 5,060 violations resulted in
convictions.
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The model - baseline I
one sector
each household is composed of one adult and

m

children

household supply both adult and child labor
both adults and children are endowed with one unit of

time

adult labor is supplied inelastically. One unit of adult time is
equivalent to one unit of labor
child labor is supplied only as long as family income reaches
the subsistence level (luxury axiom). One unit of child time is
equivalent to

γ

units of child labor

adult and child labor are perfect substitutes in the production
function

f (L)
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The model - baseline II
perfect substitutability implies that a rm is indierent
between hiring adult or child labor. This implies that

wc = γwa ,

where

w

are labor earnings per unit of time (wage).

suppose that a ban to child labor is introduced. Firms hiring
children are caught with probability

p

and have to pay a ne

D.
suppose also that

p

is small > case of imperfect enforcement.

If so, hiring child labor continues to be a valuable option
for rms to be indierent between adult and child labor, wages
should be such that

wc = γwa − pD ,

i.e. child wage must

decline
poor families, in order to meet their subsistence level need to
expand labor supply, by asking more children to work.
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The model - extensions I

two sectors (manufacture and agriculture)
the ban regards only manufacture
perfect mobility across sectors
the ban reduces child wages in manufacture > ow of child
labor towards agriculture > wages decline in agriculture >
adult labor ows from agriculture to manufacture
eventually the same amount of labor is employed, with a
dierent allocation: only adult labor in manufacture and a mix
of adult and child labor in agriculture. Wages are unchanged.
overall child labor does not reduce but turns to agriculture.
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The model - extensions II
two sectors
imperfect mobility: barriers to enter in manufacture from
agriculture
imperfect mobility implies that labor markets are not
integrated and generally wages in manufacturing will be higher
than in agriculture.
the ban will reduce child wages but not necessarily this
reduction is enough to move child labor out of manufacture.
In this case, household supply more child labor to compensate
for lower wages.
only if the ban if suciently well enforced, child wages drops
enough to push some children out of manufacture. Child
wages are lower in both sectors so that poor families need to
increase supply of child labor.
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The model - extensions III
when the ban is suciently enforced another eect will emerge
the ow of child labor out of manufacture is not compensated
by an inow of adult labor from agriculture > adult wages in
manufacture increase
rising adult wages in manufacture increase families income
that might induce a reduction in the supply of child labor (it
depends on whether adult wage rise enough to meet the
subsistence level).
in particular, in the extreme case where reduction in child labor
supply exceeds the ow out manufacture, child labor supply to
agriculture falls as well > higher child wages in agriculture
> further decrease in child labor supply.
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Data

The data are from the Integrated Public Use Microdata Series
International (IPUMS) database for India.
The database is built from the employment and unemployment
surveys collected by the National Sample Survey Organization
(NSS) of the Government of India.
Focus on the 1983, 1987 and 1993 rounds of the survey as
these most closely correspond to periods before and after the
1986 Child Labor Act.
Information on labor supply of nearly 515,000 children between
the ages of 6 and 17
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The eect of ban on child wages

dierence-in-dierences strategy

log (wageit ) = γ0 + γ1 Under 14i + γ2 Post 1986t +
+γ3 Under 14i ∗ Post 1986l + γX Xit + δt + νit
Xit

family size, household head characteristics, gender, and

state-region xed eects

δt

survey year xed eects

according to the theory, after the ban wages earned by
individual younger than 14 (=children) should decline
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The eect of the ban on child wages
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The eect of the ban on employment
Same model as before, excepting that the dependent variable
is employment status.
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Results

results on both wages and employment are consistent with a
two-sector model with imperfect mobility.
lower child wages induce a ow of child labor out of
manufacture and a reduction in wages also in agriculture.
facing lower child wages households are forced to increase child
labor supply to both sectors
note: as expected child labor increases more in agriculture
(ow in + additional supply)
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Analysis on Siblings
a child whose sibling is below the legal working age will suer
a larger drop in household income and thus be more likely to
work than a child whose sibling is above the legal working age
let's compare the employment outcomes of children with
siblings who are below or above age 14, both before and after
the ban is in place (DID):

emplit

= γ0 + γ1 Treatmenti + γ2 Post 1986t +
+γ3 Treatmenti ∗ Post 1986l + γX Xit + δt + νit

Treatmenti :

=1 child with a sibling aged between 10 (working

age) and 13 (aected by the ban); =0 child with a sibling
aged above 14 or below 9 (unlikely to work) and so not
aected by the ban.
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Analysis on siblings.
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Conclusions
this paper does not intend to suggest that all child labor bans
are useless.
in fact, well formulated and implemented bans could absolutely
help in eliminating child labor
however reducing child labor could worsen welfare at least to
some families, those unable to meet the subsistence level
Basu (2004): Legal interventions, even when they are properly
enforced so that they do diminish child labor, may or may not
increase child welfare. This is one of the most important
lessons that modern economics has taught us and is something
that often eludes the policy maker.
there are many options available to policy makers who wish to
reduce the incidence of child labor (like cash transfers,
increasing investments in and returns to education, etc).
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